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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
We will be concerned largely with a subclass of multilinear symmetric 
functions of the type discussed previously [l]. A typical function of interest 
is generated by an N-step random walk X, = xt, fj on the non-negative 
half-lattice of integers, and a value function w,, associated with the outcome n 
of the random walk. One thereby gives rise to a return function 
where PNrn(tj) is the probability that the N-step walk will terminate at tl. The 
parameter 0, is non-negative and proportional to the allocation or resource 
level expended at the jth step of the walk. The steps are assumed to be inde- 
pendent, and the increment Ei at thejth step is assumed to have probability1 
~~(0,) = P,:n(Bj), i.e., the distributions of the random increments differ only 
by their allocation parameters. The functions R,,(@ and PN;,(@ are then 
seen to be symmetric in the coordinates 0, . When, at each step, p,-,(e) = I - 0, 
pr(S) = 8, and p,,(e) = 0 f or n >, 2 the functions RN@) and PNrn(& are also 
multilinear in the coordinates Bj , i.e. have a dependence on 0, of the form 
A + 236, when all coordinates other than Bj are held fixed. Multilinearity will 
also be present for a broader class of distributions. 
For optimal allocation problems, one must optimize the return function 
RN@) when the total resource is fixed, i.e. when C Bj = 01. The domain of e 




* This work was performed in large part at Sylvania Applied Research Laboratory, 
Waltham, Massachusetts. 
1 The natural restriction p.(O) = a,,,, will be imposed throughout. It would also be 
natural to impose the further restriction that Cz p,(0) be monotonic increasing with 0. 
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but many of the statements will be applicable to any closed convex set of 
positive points @ in the hyperplane C 9, = 01 containing the “symmetry 
point” 6, = (ix/N, a/N,... a/N). 
The value function w, is assumed to be monotonic and concave, the con- 
cavity representing the decreasing value of successive increments. 
Our principal result is the following: If the value function w,, is monotonic 
and concave, and the return function RN(t) is multilinear, then the return 
function has its minimal value on the set C, at the symmetry point 
For monotonic concave w,, , a global minimum will also be present at the 
symmetry point for a much broader class of single step probability distribu- 
tions. For these distributions, the return function is not in general multilinear, 
and an extension of the apparatus is needed. A simple theorem giving a 
sufficient condition for a global minimum is introduced for this purpose. 
In a concluding section it is shown that, for many of these functions, the 
optimal return is a concave function of the resource level. 
1. BASC PROPERTIES OF MULTILINEAR SYMMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
Let 9(-x) = 4(x1 , xa ,... xN) be a symmetric multilinear function as in [l]. 
There, it was shown that such a function, when restricted to the convex set 
could have its maximum or minimum at either the symmetry point 
rlc, = (ci/N, a/N -.* a/N), or at one of a finite set of points on the boundary 
of C, . In proving this theorem the following structural features of d(x) on 
C, were observed [l]. 
Pl. The symmetry point g8 on C, is always a critical point of r&) for the 
domain C, . The gradient of 4(x) is normal to C, at b, and hence the com- 
ponent of the gradient in any direction lying in the plane of C, is zero. 
P2. The function (b(x) on C, can have no local extremum points in the 
interior of C, other than the symmetry point g8 . At any critical point x, for 
4(g) on C, , for which qj # xGj, one has 
(l-1) 
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P3. The global maximum and minimum of #(LX) on C, is to be found 
among the symmetry points of the subspaces 
c,, = 
I 
g 1 c gj = a; x1 ) x2 )... XJ = 0; xJ+1 , xJ+z ,... XJ+K = 1; 0 < xj < 1 
I 
. 
A further observation along these lines is the following. 
P4. The symmetry point is a local extremum for 4(g) in C’, unless 
a2#(s) 1 ax, axa = 0 at g8 . This will either happen for all values of (Y, or for a 
finite number of values of 01. 
PROOF. The function 4(x) must be a polynomial in the variables xi of 
degree N or smaller. It will have a Taylor’s expansion about gU of the form 
We have seen in Pl that (x - gN) * V&J = 0 for x in C, . If we denote 
(xi - x& by Si , we see that 1 ai = 0 for x in C, . The third term in the 
Taylor expansion (2) has the form 4 C C 6$& . Here Kij = 0 for i = j 
because of the multilinearity, and all off-diagonal terms Kij are independent 
of i and j because $(x) is symmetric and 3, is the symmetry point. The third 
term is therefore 
and 
Hence g% is an extremum for 4(x) in C, unless K = K,, = 0. But 
aa&)/ax, ax2 at L is a polynomial in 01 and hence must vanish at all (y. or at 
a finite number of values of 01. 
The symmetry point, therefore, almost always has the character of a local 
extremum, whether or not multilinearity is present. In the sections that 
follow, we will exhibit a simple class of multilinear functions for which 
the symmetry point is a global extremum on the set C, . 
2. A CRITERION FOR A GLOBAL MINIMUM AT THE &MMETRY POINT 
In discussing the global minimum of a multivariate function, convexity 
is often invoked [2, 31. For any symmetric function, multilinear or other- 
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wise, a comparable role for extrema on the constraint plane C Xi = OL assuring 
a global minimum there, is played by the condition 
a24 aa+ - -- 
ax,* + ax22 
2 a2+ > 0 ax,' (2.1) 
as we will soon see. For a symmetric multilinear function, (2.1) implies that 
4(x) will have a global minimum on C, at the symmetry point gU whenever 
(2.2) 
in the set 
D = (x 1 0 < xi>. 
The elementary symmetric functions (cf. [3], p. 51) have a2~/ax, axa > 0 
in D, and any linear combination of such functions with positive coefficients 
have this property. 
The sufficiency of (2.1) f or a global minimum, is based on the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let +(x1 , x2 ,... xN) be a continuous symmetric function in all 
coordinates defined on the set 
s = (xx , x2 ,... I XN) I c xj = a) 
If 
+ pp , T , x2 ,... XN) < &Xl ,x2 ,... XN) 
for all x in the set S, then 
-x, = 
( 
+ , -g ,... -g 
> 
, 
the “symmetry point,” is a global minimum for I$ on S. 
PROOF. Consider any point a in S. A sequence of points in S is determined 
by a in the following way. For _a = (a, , a2 ,... aN), let a, = min (aj} and let 
a,, = max {a,). When more than one coordinate is a minimum, a, is chosen 
arbitrarily, and similarly for the maximum. The transformed point T,a is 
obtained from _a by replacing both a, and a, by $ (a, + a,). Similarly, we 
may write down T,_a = T,(T,_a), etc. 
The sequence of points _a, = Td converges to the symmetry point d . 
For consider the function 11 g 11 defined by )I ,a )I = max(] a, - @VI>. It 
is easy to see that 1) T,a I] + 0, and hence that T,_a + -x, . 
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By the assumptions of the theorem 
9(~n+d!> < Vn-a). 
Hence 44~) 3 vV,a), and q%z) 3 -#“,a) = 4&J. Q.E.D. 
Now let x1 = m + s, and x2 = m - s, and consider 
4(s) = $(m + s, m - s, x3 , x4 ,... xN). 
It follows from the elements of calculus that, when + is twice differentiable, 
2ay l/Y(s) =$ + g - - . 
axI ax2 
When +“(s) >, 0, $(s) is convex. When $(x1 , x2 ,... xN) is symmetric in x1 
and xs , I,&) is even in S, and I/J(O) < $(s), so that the theorem above may be 
applied. It then follows that the symmetry point ga is a global minimum for 4 
when (2.1) is valid. 
It is easy to verify that convexity of+(x) on C implies that $(T,je) < +), 
but not conversely. The class of positive functions on C for which 
+(T,$ < +(g) is closed under multiplication and addition. 
3. RANDOM WALKS WITH CONCAVE RETURN FUNCTIONS 
Let 
where the &(&) are independent non-negative lattice random variables, 
governed by a common set of distributions with parameter 0. Let 
pn(e) = ~{tv,) = 4 
when 8, has the value of 8, and let g(u, 0) = C&(0) un be the associated 
probability generating function. For a given sequence 0, , B2 ,... BN corre- 
sponding to the vector @, we will have 
cd4 ,e, ,... e,) = qx, = n I ej, (3.1) 
and this is clearly a symmetric function of the coordinates 0, . In a certain 
class of stochastic allocation problems, there is specified for each value R of 
X, , a non-negative value w, , so that for each fi, there is a net expected 
return given by 
%(B) = f %~xn@); (3.2) 
0 
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and this is also a symmetric function of 8. In these problems, the value 0, (2 0) 
may be chosen to denote an amount of resource expended at the ith step of 
the random walk, and one is asked to find that $ for which RN(o) is maximum 
subject to the constraint 
i.e., subject to a fixed expenditure of resource. 
For many problems of interest, the resource which may be expended in 
any single step is bounded. If 6, is then taken to be the ratio of resource 
expended at step j to the maximum permitted, we have the added constraint 
set 0 < 0, < 1, and the domain of interest is the set C, of (0.2). 
When the values w,, , n = 0, 1,2 . . . form a monotonic concave sequence, 
i.e., when 
0 < wg < WI... (3.4a) 
and 
%,a - eo,,, 1 < %+I - wn , 71 = 0, 1, 2 ,..., (3.4b) 
it may happen that the symmetric allocation 0, = a/N will be optimal. Some 




g&9 e) = 2 ~xn(L?) un, 
n 
ihe4 e) = g(u, 4) g(u, 4) --- go4 4.d. 
Let 
and 
Then the g.f. of pN:,(fJ defined by 
&(u, 0) = f &de) u”, 
n-0 
is 






Similarly that of P,,,@), defined by 
ZNN(% !?I = f ~N,?l@) un, 
n=O 
is 
fN(u, 8) = rN(@ - i(gN(% 6)) = YN - yN” - u + gNu2 
(1 -4 (1 -u)” ’ 
(3.8) 
where from (3.5) and (3.7), 
rN(8) = pN,O(t) = nfo PN.n(@) = b(l, f?) = 1 + 5 -Wi i b)- (3.9) 
1 
The validity of (3.8) requires that E (fi 1 19,) be finite, and this will be assumed 
in what follows. 
The return function RN(O) of (3.2), may be rewritten in terms of pj in the 
following way. We have, easily, 
RN = wOpo + wIPI + wzPz .a. 
= w,(P, - Pl) + w& - I$) + w& - I$) *a*, 
and hence 
RN - w. = A,& + A,& + a.., (3.10) 
where A, = w, - w,+~ . Our assumptions (3.4a) and (3.4b) imply that A, 
is non-negative and bounded. The boundedness of A,, and the assumed 
finiteness of PO and hence of Cy pj , assure the validity of (3.10). If in (3.10) 
we replace p,, by p* - pn+, , we obtain 
RN - w. - A,& = A,‘2’pz + A3(2)& ..a , (3.11) 
where AA” = (A, - A,-,) < 0 from (3.4b). Since A, is bounded, 
- C Aj2’ < co. Moreover p, < PO , and the validity of (3.11) follows easily. 
From (3.9) we see that 
We are now in a position to discuss the global extremum of R,(e). 
THEOREM 2. Let RN@) = xr w,P,,,(@ be the return function for alloca- 
tion 0 = O1 , 19~ , e, *.. 0, associated with an N-step homogeneous random walk 
with non-negative increments. Let P&@) have the generating function 
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where g(u, 19) has the form 
g(u, d) = (1 - 6’) + f?h(u). (3.12) 
and h’(1) < co. Let w,, be monotonic increasing and concave in n. Then RN(f) 
has a global minimum in the constraint plane at the symmetry point 
_p, = (a/N, or/N,... a/N). 
PROOF. The proof is based upon Eq. (3.11) and (2.2). We will show that 
PR,(j)/&91 80s < 0, by showing that P&(u, @/a& a&) is a generating 
function of positive elements, and hence that az~N;n(~)/af?, 80, 3 0. Since 
the form (3.12) implies that g,(u, 0) and PNin(@ are multilinear in the varia- 
bles ei , the presence of a global minimum at the symmetry point is assured 
by Theorem 1. 
We note from (3.9) and the form of (3.12) that yN is constant in the con- 
straint plane. Consequently, in (34, we need only be concerned for 
?P&/a0, ae, , with the term {u2/(1 - u)~} a2gN/a0, a0, . From (3.12) this 
has the form [U2{h(4 - 1}2/(u - II21 g(u, 4) g(u, 4) *** g(u, e,). But 
{h(u) - l}/(u - 1) is apart f rom a multiplicative positive constant, a p.g.f., 
and therefore the term of interest is apart from a positive constant a p.g.f. 
This implies that a2~,:,(@/a0, 80, > 0. In (3.11) p,r,@) is constant in the 
constraint plane, and the coefficients Ai2’ are all non-positive. Hence 
a2RN/M, ae, < 0 and the symmetry point will be a global minimum. 
Q.E.D. 
We note that the simplest and most important case is that for Bernoulli 
trials, where g(u, 0) = (1 - 0) + Bu. 
4. EXTENSION TO MORE GENERAL STEP DI~TIUBUTIONS 
An alternate proof of Theorem 2, more in keeping with the spirit of Theo- 
rem 1, follows from the following observation. Let A,, be the linear operator 
defined by 
42wl , e2 , 0, -9 = 4(4 (4 + e2h 5 (4 + e2h 4 -9I 
and let I be the identity operator. Then 
(A,, - I) e,e, = (el ; es)2  0. 
Consequently from (3.8), 
6412 - %50, e> = & (4 - 1) w,w) - 1)” go4 4) --- gb4 441 
= f (e, - e2)a ~ag(,, e) - -- g(24 e,) 1 ‘tLvl ’ I’, (4.1) 
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and this is the generating function of non-negative functions. It follows that 
(A,, - I) p,@) > 0, SO that from (3.11), (A,, - 1) RN(B) < 0 and the 
symmetry point is a minimum. 
The technique employed in this second proof lends itself to extension of 
Theorem 2) to a much broader class of step distributions. 
Let G be the class of generating functions g(u) = C: p,# for which 
p,, > 0 and g(u) is analytic in and bounded on the unit circle. Let G* be the 
subclass of G containing generating functions g*(u, e), parametrized by 8, 
such that for any pair of values 8r and 0, 
& (4, - 4 {g*b 4) g*(u, 43 E G. (4.2) 
The extension of Theorem 2 then takes the following form. 
THEOREM 3. Let l&@),g(u,6’), and g,(u, fl) be associated with the N-step 
homogeneous random walk, as in Theorem 2. Let w, be monotonic increasing and 
concave in n, and let E(E/e) < co f or all 8. A necessary and su.cient condition 
that the symmetry point be a global minimum for all such w, , and for all values 
of N > 2, is that g(u, 0) E G*, and E([/e) be convex in 0. 
The necessity follows from the case N = 2, for which a global minimum 
at @, implies that (I- A,,) R,(B, , 0,) 3 0. Since D, = A, + C; (--A?‘), 
(3.11) says that 
RN - w,, = A& + 1 - A?‘( -PI - pi). 
For the class of monotonic concave w, functions, the coefficients A, and 
{-A?‘, j > 2) are independent non-negative parameters and one must have 
(1 - A,,) 6 2 0 and (I - A,,) (pi - pj) > 0 for all j 3 2. Hence 
(I - A,,) Cy ( PI - Pi),’ E G. F rom tN(u, 0) given by (3.8) and simple 
algebra, we then infer the necessity of (4.2). Since p, = cj E([ 1 e,), 
(1 - A,,) pi > 0 requires that E(t 1 0) be convex. Sufficiency follows from 
(3.8), (3.11), and Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
The extent of the class of non-negative lattice random variables character- 
ized by (4.2) may be studied with the aid of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4. The class of generating functions G* is closed tinder multiplica- 
tion. 
PROOF. We will show that g,(u, 0) E G* and g,+(u, 0) E G* imply that 
gApb4 4 = g,(u, 0) kg4 4 E G*. 
For let 
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(AI, - I> 
@ _ 1)” hLliYAfi2 = 42hA 
(A12--I)h,+h (42--I)hA. 
(u - 1)s fi (u - 1)2 (4.3) 
Since A,,h, , (u - 1)Y (42 - I) h, , h, , and (U - 1)-2 (A,, -I) h, all 
belong to G, the theorem follows. In particular for any p.g.f. powers such as 
and products such as 
(1 - 8 + Bh(z#“’ (4.4) 
((1 - ale) + CYieU}{(l - c&J + or,eU} ***{(l - CXNe) + or,6U} (4.5) 
belong to this class G*. If in (4.6) we replace 0 by B/N and permit N to go 
to infinity formally, we obtain the p.g.f. exp {8h(u) - 6). That this p.g.f. 
belongs to G* may be verified directly from (4.2). Important members of G* 
in this subclass are the p.g.f.‘s exp (0~ - 0> corresponding to the Poisson 
distributions. We note from (4.2) that any p.g.f. h(u) independent of 8 belongs 
to G* and hence that the displaced Binomial distributions with g.f.‘s 
urn{1 - 8 + 8~)” E G*, as well as displaced Poisson distributions with 
g.f.‘s um exp (6~ - 01. Th ese displacements, however, lend no difficulty to 
the optimization problem. Of greater interest in that regard are such pro- 
ducts as { 1 + 0(u - l)}m exp (0~ - 0}. 
A more complete delineation of members of the class G* would be desirable. 
5. CONCAVITY OF THE OPTIMAL RETURN FUNCTION WITH 
RESOURCE LEVEL 
Let w,, be a monotonic concave return function. For many of the single 
step p.d.f.‘s in the class G* of Section 4, it can be shown that the value of the 
return function R,(@ for the optimal value 6, = (a/N1 a/N, me*) is a concave 
function of the total resource level. Thus, by virtue of (3.11), and con- 
stancya of P,(@) = C E{(si 1 0,) with OL, we have when RN is sufficiently smooth 
* This is available when E(f/@) is linear in 6, as in the examples of Section 4. 
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From (34, moreover, 
Whenever one has 
(5.2) 
one has correspondingly that (d2/daz) pJol/N, ar/N **a U/N) is non-negative, 
and hence from (5. l), that daRNIda is non-positive. 
But g, = gIN. For 
&(U, 0) = {l + Yl@ - I))(1 + YaQ - l))-* (1 + Y&J - l)}, 
(5.2) follows at once. One also has (5.2) for products of factors 
[i + yjeh(u) - II and such products containing an additional factor 
exp [y0@(u) - l}]. A d emonstration of the concavity for all members of G* 
would be of interest. 
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